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Warehouse215 Announces 4 Promotions of Event Staff, Including New Vice President
Maria Mwangi becomes the new VP of Warehouse215 in less than 8 months

For Immediate Release: February 23rd, 2023

In response to the rapid growth of their venue since taking ownership in June 2022,
Warehouse215, a former Laundry Linen Factory, has refocused its century-old building into one
of the most significant event venues in Arizona. Under new leadership by Event Expert, Maria
Mwangi, Warehouse215 has shifted its focus into VIP event management and design for
corporations, non-profits, upscale private events, and social celebrations.

Amidst the massive demand they have experienced within the past 8 months,
Warehouse215 has made the decision to promote their in-house staff and elevate the
responsibilities of their event experts. This iconic location is proud to announce the promotions
of four of its valued staff, who have all played an essential role in the expansion and elevation of
Warehouse215. Now representing this venue is Maria Mwangi as Vice President, Darnell
Weeden as Event Manager, Rylee Grafil as Sales Manager, and Lauren Simmons as Social Media
and Marketing Manager.

While at Warehouse 215, Maria Mwangi has been instrumental in ensuring the growth
and success of not only their events but our other marketing, PR, and development projects as
well. Warehouse215 has expressed deep gratitude to the local community for ensuring the
success of its expansion into the Phoenix market and the remarkable support from brand
partners. This announcement is only part of many upcoming exciting changes as they take on
new projects and ramp up their presence in the Phoenix area.

www.warehouse215.com
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booking@warehouse215az.com

Scroll below to view our staff.
Learn more about our staff roles here:

Our Team — Warehouse 215
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